
26 Island Point Rd, Port Douglas

The Port Douglas Glass House

Perched on top of Flagstaff Hill is this outstanding property.

The incredibly vast views will surprise all those who will visit. A true 180

degree panoramic vista taking in the Coral Sea and the southern coastal

ranges, the hinterland hills, the Port Douglas Marina, the inlet and the

northern coastal reaches…

Accessed from Island Point Road, there is no better address in North Qld.

A home that has been fully rebuilt and is in stunning condition. No expense

has been spared in creating the perfect tropical retreat.

The entry level will impress with its double car accommodation, catering size

kitchen, open flow dining & living, bathroom and a sprawling entertaining

deck.

Below you will find the spacious master suite and guest accommodation

opening up to another incredible deck.

The pool level offers up another guest suite, a living room, bathroom, an

outside kitchen and a poolside entertaining and relaxation deck.

All levels offer superb views, absolute privacy, quiet and great space to

retreat to.
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Price
Offers over

$6,900,000

Property

Type
Residential

Property ID 897

Agent Details

Callum Jones - 0437 981 195

Office Details

Port Douglas

1/32 Macrossan St Port Douglas

QLD 4877 Australia 

07 4099 5550



This home is without peer and boasts two street frontages – boasting an

enviable 1897 sq. m of tropical grounds stretching from Island Point Road

right down to Murphy Street.

Contact Callum Jones to arrange your private viewing on 0437 981 195 and

callum@theagentportdouglas.com

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that

information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any

responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely

upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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